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This thesis is an attempt to list the primary sources
of materials related to the Afro-American stage that are in
the special collections of Trevor Arnett Library at Atlanta
University. It has been divided into three chapters to aid
the reader in putting the material into context. The first
chapter is a brief historical survey that should provide some
background information for the following two chapters. It
must be kept in mind that the sources used for the first
chaj^ter are secondary sources.
Both Jeunes Weldon Johnson's Black Manhattan and Tom
Fletcher's 100 Years of the Negro in Show Business are
memoirs and aure not completely factual. Black Magic: A
Pictorial History of the Negro in American Entertainment»
written by Milton Meltzer and Langston Hughes, was actually
published after Hughes' death. Not only was he ill while
working on the book, Hughes did not live to see the final
version. Edith Isaac's book. The Negro in the American
Theatre, is actually a collection of her articles, written
during her term as editor of Theatre Arts magazine, during
the 1940's. Biographies are cited for their relevance to the
topic» however, readers should be alert to the subjectiveness
of biographies written by spouses or close friends. Addi¬
tional source information can be found in the bibliography.
In chapters two and three, I have cited all the materials
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related to the Afro-American professional stage in the
archives of Trevor Arnett Library at Atlanta University.
Specifically, Chapter IZ is a listing of playwrights and
productions, while Chapter III lists musicians and musical
scores related to the theatre.
The archives housing the special collections are an
integral part of the Negro Collection, established as a
separate department in June of 1946 when Atlanta University
purchased the Slaughter Collection from Mr. Henry P.
Slaughter, a bibliophile of Washington, D* C.
Prior to the Collection's autonomy, the books and other
material on Negroes had been a part of the reference collec¬
tion, with a few items in the circulation department. The
Negro collection consists of books which the University had
purchased and a small gift collection known as the Harold
Jackman Collection. The neune of the latter was changed upon
the death of the Harlem Renaissance figure, Countee Cullen,
to the Countee Cullen Memorial Collection founded by Harold
Jackman. The Countee Cullen and Henry P. Slaughter collec¬
tions contain most of the materials on theatre. Other
holdings of persons related to the theatre are kept in files
under their names.
The Negro Collection, which contains about 15,000 items,
consisting of books, pamphlets, manuscripts, music (printed
and manuscript), articles, reviews, playbills, photographic
pieces, stamps, a few bound volumes of periodicals and curios
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and museiun pieces. Since the Collection's Inception, some
phonograph curios, portraits and one oil painting have been
added.
It was primarily through the financial assistance of
the Ford Foundation In 1969 that personnel and facilities were
made available from processing these resotirces.
It Is hoped that this thesis will serve as a guide to
students, faculty and other persons who are Interested In
materials on the Negro's contribution to the development of
the American theatre.
This thesis was written under the counseling and
direction of Dr. Richard A. Long, Chairman, Afro-American
Studies Department. Gratitude Is also expressed to Atlanta
University archivist, Mrs. Lee Alexander, without whom this
work would not have been possible.
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CHAPTER I
BLACKFACE TO BROADWAY—A SURVEY
Mciny sources written on the Negro in the American theatre
begin with the artistic talents of Americem slaves. In the
early years, slaves performed on the plantations for their
masters' social gatherings. If a slave was well received by
his audience, the might then set out to make him a
luctative attraction. As a result, many slaves beceune valu¬
able property because of their talent. A good example was
a Georgla-bom child prodigy neuned Blind Tom, whose master
made him a national attraction because of his ed>illty to play
the piano.^
However, Fannin S. Belcher, in his doctoral dissertation,
documents Negro involvement in theatre, as far back as 1767.
...from 1767 prior to 1940, the Negro has appeeored in
three hundred seventy regular dreunas which can be in¬
creased to four hundred thiirty-two by the addition of
the musical shows and recognized one-act plays. Of
this niimber 1) approximately one-hundred thirty-seven
were written or performed between 1767 and 1909; 2)
twenty, of which six were English, were written or per¬
formed before 1830; and 3) seventy, of which eighteen
were pantomines, ballets and English plays, were
written or performed between 1930;1965. The remainder
filled the period from 1865-1909,^
^HMry A. Poloski, The Negro Almanac (New York: The
Bellwether Company, 1971), p. 74^,
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Fannis S. Belcher, "The Negro in Itoierican Theatre 1767
to 1940" (Unpublished doctoral Ph.D. dissertation, Yale
University, 1945), p. 12 (microfilm).
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There have been many scholarly and popular classifications
of the different periods of the Negro in the American theatre.
However, since the materials catalogued in this thesis cover
primarily three broad areas, these will be the areas surveyed.
They ares (1) minstrelsy or blackface (2) vaudeville and
musicals, and (3) dramatic or legitimate theatre. The second
period mergestor overlaps into the third.
Belcher lists the earlier classifications asi 1) the
Colonial or Revolutionary period between 1767-1800, in which
the "Seunbo" character was created; 2) the Fomative period
between 1800-1829, where trends in playwriting techniques
were beginning to take shape as literary America tried to
free itself from England; 3) the Sectional Period, the period
of the Civil War; and 4) the National period, the reconstruc-
tion era.^
Minstrelsy became quite popular a few years prior to the
Civil War. Thestoocy of how it began has been recounted in
several versions. In the most popular account, minstrelsy or
blackface began as a result of a white itinerant actor-singer
named Daddy Rice, whose mimicry of a small, black boy's singing
made him feunous. The boy's tune was -
Wheel about and turn about
An' do jist so-
An' ebery time I wheel about
I jtmp Jim Crow^
3
Belcher, "The Negro in American Theatre 1767 to 1940,"
p. 13.
^Milton Meltzer and Langston Hughes, Black Magict A
Plctoral History of the Negro in ^erlean Entertainment (NewVorkx Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1967), p. 16.
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Rice watched the boy and learned his song and dance.
When Rice sang the tune on stage In 1828, he blackened his
face with burnt cork, dressed In rags and danced around on
K
stage.
Although Rice became quite popular with this performance.
It was another entertainer, Dan Emmet, who carried It to suc¬
cess throughout the country. Thus, "Jump Jim Crow" beceune the
cornerstone of what was for an additional 80 years, America's
most popular form of entertainment - the blackface minstrel.
It is said to be the first authentic American theatre form.^
For years hundreds of white minstrels made millions of
dollars performing In burnt cork and Imitating the Southern
Negro's song, dance, and speech, which the minstrels distorted
into what later became known as Negro dialect.^ Though much
was borrowed from the Negro, he was seldom allowed to perform
in or even view a minstrel show. Nor was the Negro ever com¬
pensated for his material.
In 1843, Dan Emmet and his Virginia Minstrels became the
first Blackface show to perform in New York City. Their suc¬
cess paved the way for the Virginia Serenaders, the Kentucky
^Lynn Pauley Emery, Black Dance In the United States Froro
1619 to 1970 (Californiat National Press Books, \^i2) p. 1^0.
^Edith J. R. Isaacs, The Negro In the American Theatre
(New York: Theatre Arts, tnc., 1947) p. Ti,
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Meltzer and Hughes, Black Magic, p. 18.
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Minstrels, the Ethiopian Minstrels and other troupes com-
p
posed of white men. It was not until after the Civil War
that the Negro got involved in professional minstrelsy. By
that time, the tradition of blackening the face and outlining
the lips with red or white had been firmly rooted. The first
Negro Minstrel troupe was Lew Johnson's Plantation Minstrel
Company, born nearly 25 years after the Virginia Minstrels.
Surprisingly, this troupe followed the "burnt cork and out¬
lined lips" tradition.
The second group of Negro minstrels was organized in 1865
by a Negro named Charles Hicks. The Georgia Minstrels, as they
were called, became so popular they were later taken over by a
white manager named Charles Callender. Callender not only made
the Georgia Minstrels a lucrative attraction touring the United
States, he also took them abroad under the name of Haverly's
European Minstrels. The two featured performers were Billy
Q
Kersands and Sam Lucas.
Clearly in the 19th Century, minstrelsy was the first pro¬
fessional training ground for the Negro in American Theatre.
From minstrelsy came vaudeville monologues done by the Black¬
face comedians and many dance routines. These routines were





The most faunous among the Negro comedians of the black¬
face tradition was Bert Williams, who worked in Blackface
until his death in 1922.^° After his death, Negroes per¬
forming in Blackface declined in popularity on the professional
stage. White comedians carried on the tradition until the
death of Eddie Cantor in 1964.
Negro characters had been on the stage 54 years before
an American novelist had attempted a full length treatment
of them,^^ wrote Belcher. Though certainly not the first,
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852), was the
outstanding work of the 19th Century. Earlier dr2unatizations
and novels of heroic slaves and devoted servants had been
written many decades before the work of Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Dramatizations of Uncle Tom's Cabin, known as "Tom Shows,"
became second in development to the minstrel shows. These
1 2
plays were performed throughout the North for several years.'^
The first opened in Troy, New York in 1853, where it
played 100 performances before moving to New York City. Once
reaching New York it ran for a year at the National Theatre,
sometimes giving three performances a day. Though all the
principal characters were White, a group of Negroes in the
^®William C. Spinks, "Bert Wllliemist Brokenhearted
Comedian, " Phylon, Vol. XI, No. 1 (First Quarter, 1950)
pp. 59-60.
^^Belcher, "The Negro in American Theatre, 1767 to 1940",
p. 10.
^^Meltzer and Hughes, Black Magic, p. 36.
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background sang plantation songs. At one time four companies
were playing simultaneously In New York. As a result, a
large number of Negro singers had the opportunity to work In
Metropolitan theatres.
It was not until 1877 that a Negro, neuaely Sam Lucas,
played the leading role of Uncle Tom. Lucas, who had been
featured with the Callender minstrels, also played the role
In the Initial motion picture version of Uncle Tom*s Cabin
14
nearly 30 years later.
Wlllleun Wells Brown, fugitive slave and anti-slave agent,
wrote The Escape; Or, A Leap to Freedom, A Drama In Five Acts,
shortly after the appearance of the book Uncle Tom*s Cabin.
His anti-slavery play was written In the spring of 1857 and
ptibllshed In Boston a year later. Brown's play Is the first
known published play of Negro authorship. The Escape Is not
known to have been produced on st^ge. However, It was presented
by Brown as a dramatic reading to anti-slavery audiences
throughout the country. An account of Brown's life has been
15
written by William Edward Farrlson.
Even though minstrelsy was the first training ground for
neeurly all Negro performers In the 19th century, at least one
known semi-professional Negro drama group antedated the Negro's
^^Ibld, p. 36.
^^Ibld.
^%llll2un Edward Farrlson, William Wells Brown, (Chicago;
Thfe*?University of Chicago Press, 1959) .
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entrance into minstrelsy by more than 40 years. As far bafck
as 1821, the African Company, as it was calle<9, was giving
performances in New York of Othello, Richard III and other
Shakespearean classics,In fact, for several decades
Shakespearean classics were the only serious roles Negroes
could play before white audiences.
It was James Hewlett, the "Othello" in the African
Company's 1821 performance, who is said to have inspired a
youth neuned Ira Aldridge, who later became the first inter¬
national Negro star of the stage,
Aldridge, born in New York in 1807, is considered by many
scholars to have made his contribution to the European stage
rather than being an integral peurt of the American Negro
theatre, Aldridge's success as an actor began when he left
college to become an actor in London. By 1833 he was success¬
fully performing the role of Othello at Covent Garden and
touring the provincial theatres of the British Isles. He
later toured Europe for two years playing the role of Othello
to Charles Kean's lago in leading European theatres. He also
played with much success the roles of Macbeth, Shylock and
King Lear. Playing many parts, Shakespearean and otherwise
throughout Europe, Aldridge settled abroad and never returned
to the United States, He was a great tragedian and an amazing
comedian. Throughout his nearly 30 years in Europe, Aldridge
James Weldon Johnson, Black Manhattan (New Yorki
Atheneum, 1930), p, 40,
8
was greeted with acclaim and newspapers gave him excellent
17
reviews.
He was loaded with honors - the Order of Chevalier
conferred by the King of Prussia; the Cross of Leo¬
pold by the Czar of Russia; the Golden Order of Ser¬
vice from the Royal House of Saxony and many others.
Aldridge died on a tour to Poland in 1867. In the
Shakespeare Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon today,
there is an Ira Aldridge Memorial Chair.
The life of this feunous actor has been recaptured in a
19
biography by Herbert Marshall and Mildred Stock.
Developing side by side with the black face minstrel, and
occasionally alternating, was the period of vaudeville and
musicals. Though the periods of Negro entertainment tended
to overlap and swing back and forth, the first professional
departure from minstrelsy was in New York in 1890. Sam T. Jack,
a prominent burlesque theatre owner and manager, conceived the
idea of a Negro Show using a chorus of 16 of the most beautiful
Negro girls he could recruit and opened the Creole Show. Al¬
though the show was cast in the minstrel pattern, it had none
of the features of plantation days and was up-to-date in
materials and costume.The show was a success; it played
for five years, including a performance at the Chicago World’s
Fair in 1893.
1 7
Meltzer and Hughes Black liMAgic, p. 43.
^®Ibid.
^^Herbert Meurshall and Mildred Stock, Ira Aldridge, The
Negro Tragedian, (Londons Rockllff, 1958).
20johnson, Black Manhattan, p. 95.
9
The Creole Show gave rise to the musical comedies of Cole
emd Johnson, Williams and Walker and Ernest Hogan. The
Williams and Walker team were later responsible for the popu¬
larity of the "cake walk".
John W. Isham, who had been the advance agent of the
Creole Show, later went out on his own to produce The Octoroons
in 1895 and Oriental America in 1896. Both shows were built
on the traditional minstrel model, but made a special featture
of the chorus girls, trained muslcisDins and cast of clever per¬
formers. Oriental America with its medley of operatic selee-
22
tions VMA&. the first Negro show to play Broadway proper.
Meanwhile Bob Cole, who had also been a member of the
Creole Show, had organized a group of Negroes in a Negro Stock
Theatre. Cole also proved to be one of the most versatile men
in theatre. In addition to being a stage manager, his work as
a playright and muslcan brought the highest praise of the
critics to the Worth Musem All-Star Stock Company. During the
1898-99 season. Cole came out with a musical comedy - A Trip
to Coontown. This was the first Negro show to make a complete
break from the minstrel pattern. Among the cast were Billy




and Johnson comedy team, Seun Lucas, and Jesse Shipp, who
later was the first director of several Willieuns and Walker
plays,^^
During the summar of 1898, Will Marion Cook composed the
musical score to a sketch called Clorlndy-The origin of the
Cakewalk, with lyrics written by Paul Laurence Dunbar,The
following stimmer. Cook wrote another musical playlet - Jes Lak
White Folks. It was produced at the New York Winter Garden,
with Abbie Mitchell in a leading role. Miss Mitchell later
became Cook's wife. In further developing his style. Cook also
composed music for the later shows of Willleuns and Walker.
Bert Williams emd George Walker ceune to New York from
California in 1896. They had been together as a team for seve¬
ral years when they arrived to appear in Gold Bug.^^ Although
the production was not a success, the comedy team was.
In 1902, when the musical In Dahomey made history by
opening at the New York Theatre in Times Square, it estab¬
lished the team of Williams and Walker as the top Negro stars
in America and Europe. The show ran in London for several
months. The final stamp of success was put on it when, at the
end of the first month, the company received a command to per¬
form at Buckingham Palace as part of the Prince of Wales'
23
Johnson, Black Manhattan, p, 102-3.
^^Ibld.
25
Isaacs, The Negro in American Theatre, p, 33
11
ninth birthday celebration. It was during this performance
that Williams and Walker introduced the cakewalk to royalty
26
and it became the social fad of Europe.
Other highly successful musicals followed - In Abyssina
in 1906 and Bandana Land in 1907. The latter marked both the
acme and close of George Walker*s career. In the show he had
been a singing comedian who had made populeu: the tune "Bon Bon
Buddy# the Chocolate Drop#" by Will Marion Cook. Walker be-
ceune ill and the show was forced to close. Shortly there¬
after he died.
In 1910 Egbert Austin Williams or Bert Williams# as he
was better known# joined the famous Ziegfield Follies as a
star.^^ From 1910 to 1920# he was a perennial follies favo¬
rite. Although Williams was born on the Caribbean Island of
Antigua and was never known to have lived in the deep South#
his portrayal of the so-called "Southern darkey" type won
acclaim from white critics as masterpieces. Willieuns died
long after he had reached his peak and began to decline as
an artist.^® Ann Charters had written an account of Williams*
26
Meltzer and Hughes# Black Magic# p. 54.
^^Tom Fletcher# 100 Years of the Negro in Show Business
(New YorkI Burdge & Company# Ltd.# 1^54) p. 101.
28
Spinks# "Bert Willieuns! Brokenhearted Comedian#"
pp, 59-65,
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life,while Jessee Fauset has written a sketch of his career
as a comedian,
The real significance of Negro musicals and vaudeville
was the fact that it employed many, many perfoirmers, thereby
developing a whole cadre of Negro professional entertainers.
The musicals also employed the songwriting team of J. Rosamond
Johnson and his brother Jeutaes Weldon Johnson, and musician.
Will Marion Cook, J. Rosamond Johnson studied at the New
England Conservatoiry of Music in Boston. Cook had studied
at the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin. Although both men had
composed in both the popular and classic field, their repu¬
tations were established in the former,
The overwhelming popularity of Negro musicals among
Negroes and Whites firmly established the Negro in the Ameri¬
can theatre. By 1910 two prominent Harlem theatres had opened,
the lafayette and the Lincoln. The former, whose first pro¬
fessional stock company was organized by Anita Bush in 1915,
presented such stalwarts as Madame X, On Trial and Within The
29
Ann Charters, Nobodyt The Story of Bert Williams (New
York I Macmillan Co,, 19'?0K
30
Jessie Fauset "The Gift of Laughter," The New Negro,
(New York: Arno Press and the New York Times, 1^68) pp,162-6.
Johnson, Black Manhattan, p, 117.
:?^ister Francesca Thompson, "Final Curtain for Anita
Bush, " Black World, Vol. XXIII, No. 9 (July,1974) p.60.
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Miss Bush had formerly worked with the Williams and Walker
team. The Lafayette Players began at Harlem's Lincoln the¬
atre, and within a few weeks moved to the Lafayette, from
which they took their name.
Both the stock companies of the Lincoln and the Lafayette
had as members some performers from the days of vaudeville and
musicals, as well as a new group of young, dramatic actors
and actresses, thus bridging the gap between musicals and
vaudeville and legitimate or dramatic theatre. Among this
group of performers were Anita Bush, Inez Clough, Ida Anderson,
Evelyn Ellis, Lottie Gray, Laura Bowman, Susie Sutton, Cleo
Desmond, Edna Thomas, Rose McClendon, Frank Wilson, Tom Brown,
Charles Moore, Sidney Kirkpatrick, Lional Monagas, A. B.
Comathlere, Walter Thompson, "Babe" Townsend, Charles Olden,
Andrew Bishop, Clarence Muse, Jack Carter and Charles Gilpin*^^
A history of the Lafayette Players has been written by Sister
Mary Francesca Thompson, the daughter of the two former "stars"
of the Lafayette Players - Edward Thompson and Evelyn Preer.^®
Equal to the good performers was their material. In 1913
the Lafayette Theatre brought Broadway to Harlem with Darktown
^^Ibid.
^ A
^^John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, (New Yorki
Random House, 1947), p. 506.
3 5
Sister Mary Francesca Thompson, "The Lafayette Players
1915-1932" (unpublished PhD. dissertation. University of
Michigan, 1972).
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Follies/ written and staged by Leubrle Hill, a fomer member
of the Williams and Walker Company,^®
Darktown Follies marked the beginning of the nightly
migration to Harlem In search of entertainment. One such
visitor was Florenz Zlegfeld, who purchased the right to pro¬
duce certain parts of the show in his fcunous Zle^fleld
Follies.
Stock companies flourished In Negro communities in Dallas,
Kansas City and other major cities. The Howard Players in
Washington and the Pekin Theatre Company in Chicago also gave
38
productions for their surrounding communities. Negro col¬
leges also shared in the production of theater for the com¬
munity. In addition to the Howard Players, other universities
gave notable performances of the materials by Negro play¬
wrights. Randolph Edmonds is responsible for the funding
of the Negro Intercollegiate Drama Association, which com¬
prised nearly all the Negro colleges and universities in the
South, as well as Lincoln University in Jefferson City, Miss¬
ouri. He subsequently organized the Southern Association of
Drama and Speech Krta, now called the National Association of
Drama and Speech Arts.
Johnson, Black Manhattan, p. 174.
^"^Ibid.
3®Meltzer and Hughes, Black Magic, p. 121.
^^Sterling Brown, Arthur P. Davis and Ulysses Lee, The
Negro Caravan (New York* The Dryden Press, 1941) pp. 304-S,
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The brief period in Harlem filled the gap between the
second and third popular periods of the Negro in the American
theatre. Legitimate or dramatic theatre became popular April
5, 1917, when a group called the Colored Players presented,
under the sponsorship of Mrs. Emily Hapgood, three one-act
plays by Ridgely Torrence, at the Garden Theatre in New York's
Madison Square Garden. The presentation of the plays - The
Rider of Dreams, Granny Maumee and Simon the Cyrenian, marked
the first time that Negro actors and actresses had, in the
American dramatic theatre, captured the serious attention of
the critics.However, the pressure of World War I was too
great for an enterprise like the theatre to sustain Itself,
so, for a brief period, theatres closed. During this period
nightclubs flourished.
By 1919 there was a reviv&l of Interest in the Negro in
the theatre. The period of the Harlem Renaissance was be¬
ginning and Negro authors and playwrights were becoming a race¬
conscious group.
This new awareness manifested Itself in the sometimes
bitter and cynical protest literature. The period of the
renaissance, wrote Alain Locke, a Howard University philosophy
professor, was a period of cultural awakening that allowed the
Negro to express himself. In his anthology of essays, stories
Johnson, Black Manhattan, pp. 175-176.
^^Ibid, p. 179.
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and poems, titled The New Negro, Locke attempts to define
the cultural transformation of the Negro in Harlem, during
this era,^^ Harlem was the largest Negro community in the
world, and it brought together Black men of many diverse
backgrounds and intesests, all expressing themselves through
a variety of mediums, including the stage*
The initial revival of interest in Negroes in the main¬
stream of American theatre was the result of realism coming
to the American stage,Acting parts of Negro characters
were finally going to Negro actors and actresses* Charles
Gilpin's role as Rev* William Curtis, in John Drinkwater's
Abrahaun Lincoln (1919) meurked the beginning of these real¬
istic plays which included Negroes.
Gilpin came directly from the Lafayette Players to play
this role* Before joining Anita Bush in Harlem, Gilpin had
been a product of the Pekin Theatre in Chicago* Gilpin's
role in Abraham Lincoln, performed at the Province Theatre,
made him the first Negro to be widely acclaimed in a straight
draunatic role* Traditionally, Negro actors had come to fame
45
through singing and dancing*
AO
^^Alain Locke, The New Negro (New York* Amo Press and
The New York Times, 1968)*
^^Brown, Davis and Lee, The Negro Caravan, p* 501,
^^Johnson, Black Manhattan, p, 182*
45
Meltzer and Hughes, Black Magic, p, 123,
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Gilpin's later role in Eugene O'Neill's The Emperor
Jones won him the distinction of being one of the ten persons
who had done most for the American theatre in 1920. The
award was offered by the Dreima League of New York. Gilpin's
acceptance of the award and the customary invitation to dine
with the League caused a major ccntroversey within the League,
the theatrical profession, the press and the general public.
Gilpin was awarded the Splngarn Medal in 1920.^^
The Negro returned to the stage in his more familiar role
in 1921. "As p2u:t of the discovery of Harlem in the jazz age,
Negro tap dancers, choruses, jazz bands and comedies were
brought from comparative obscurity in Negro theatres and
Mm
cabarets, down to Broadway."*'
It all began in the summer of 1921, when Flourney E.
Miller, Aubrey Lyles, Eubie Blake and Noble Sissle combined
their talents and produced one of the most notable musical
comedies in Negro theatre history. Though Shuffle Along was
cast in the traditional vaudeville style, its music was current,
and the show featured the usual chorus of attractive girls,
comedians Miller and Lyles, a funny black-faced pair, singers,
jazz musicians and Florence Mills as the star.^^
^^Johnson, op. cit. p. 185.
^^Brown, Davis and Lee, The Negro Caravan, p. 501.
^®Johnson, Black Manhattan, pp. 186-7,
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After Shuffle Along came a quick succession of shows--
Liza» Runnin* Wlldf Chocolate Dandies, From Dixie to Broadwayy
Hot Chocolates, Brown Buddies> Lew Leslie's BlackbirijS/
49
Rhapsody in Black, Africana and Rang Tang,
It was in these musicals that Negro women were for the
first time glorified on the stage. The outstanding features
of these shows were the excellent dancers (the influence has
lasted on Broadway), captivating musical compositions, gay
atmosphere and the swift tempo. Bill Robinson (Bojangles),
Florence Mills, Josephine Baker, and Ethel Waters made their
reputations in the above mentioned shows.
Both Miss Mills, who appeared in Shuffle Along, Planta¬
tion Revue and Dixie to Broadway, and Miss Baker, who ap¬
peared in Shuffle Along, as well as Chocolate Dandies, began
their careers in the chorus line,^^ Bill Robinson, known as
"Bojangles" achieved success in Blackbirds of 1928. The show
was to have starred Miss Mills, but after her death Adelaide
Hall took over the role. However, it was Robinson who stood
out above the others,®^ As a tap dancer, he never wore the
traditional tap shoe, but was instead known for wearing a
52
wooden-soled shoe, thus creating his own unique sound.
^^Brown, Davis and Lee, The Negro Caravan, p. 501,




The appearance of Ethel Waters In Africana made her an
Immediate success. The life and career of Miss Waters, who
began her career in a Harlem cabret, has been recorded in an
53
autobiography by Miss Waters and Charles Seuauel.
In 1923, Paul Robeson made his debut as a yodoo king
opposite Margaret Wycherly in Mary Hoyt Wigborg*s Taboo, Ms,
Wigborg was a white playwright. After the show's New York
premiere, Robeson went to London in the same role. The career
of Paul Robeson had much in common with that of Ira Aldridge,
Robeson was born in Princeton, New Jersey, Like Ira
Aldridge, his father was also a minister, and he too had won
honors for scholastic achievements. Although he received a
law degree from Columbia University, he never praticed law.
Instead he took the part of Jim Harris in Eugene O'Neill's
All God's Chillun Got Wings, He later appe2u:ed in Emperor
Jones and was also a success in the concert field. Robeson
spent his later years living and performing abroad, especially
in London,
The following year Charles Gilpin appeared opposite Rose
McClendon in the all-Negro cast of Roseanne, a white play¬
wright's version of Negro life in the South. Roseanne, with
^^Ethel Waters and Charles Samuel, His Eye is on the
Sparrow (New York* Pyramid Books, 1967),
54
Harry A, Ploski, Negro Almanac, pp, 783-4.
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an all-white cast had been a failure the year before. Negro
life in the South had been a prevalent theme of White play¬
wrights since the Clansman was produced at the Amsterdam
Theatre in 1905.^^
Paul Robeson's leading role in Eugene O'Neill's All
God's Chillun Got Wings in 1924 received much publicity.
The unique aspect of this production was that Robeson's
leading lady was a White actress named Mary Blair. The
casting of this show caused more unrest among the press
and the public than did Gilpin's dinner with the Drama
League.^® Fortunately# the play opened without incident.
Although the production was not a success# it did make
Robeson's reputation international. He later played the
leading role in the London production of Show Boaty the title
roles in revivals of The Emperor Jones and Othello. Robeson
was also in the cast of the musical drama version of Roark
Bradford's book# John Henry. The play ran for five perfor¬
mances in New York in 1940# with Robeson as John Henry. His
57
biography was written by his wife Eslanda Goode Robeson.
In 1925 Appearances# produced by Negro playwright
Garland Anderson# was produced in New York. The play was one
of the first serious dramas involving an integrated cast.
5^Johnson# Black Manhattan# pp. 185-6.
^^Meltzer and Hughes# Black Magic# pp. 110-113.
^^Eslanda Goode Robeson# Paul Robeson, Negro (New Yorki
Harper & Brothers# 1930).
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Thereafter, Integrated casts were quite commdn. In such shows
as David Belasco's production of Lulu Belle in 1926; Jim
Tully and Frank Dazey's Black Boy, in the same season; and
Deep RlVer, an opera with book by Laurence Stallings and Frank
Harling*
In December of 1926, In Abraham*s Bosom by Paul Green
was produced at the Provincetown Playhouse in New York. Rose
McClendon, 2\bbie Mitchell, Frank Wilson and Jules Bledsoe
played the leading roles. The show was a success and received
the Pulitzer Prize in 1927.
In October of 1928, the Theatre Guild produced Dorothy
and DuBose Heyward's Porgy. The play, based on Mr. Heyward's
novel, Porgy, portrayed life among the Negroes of Catfish Row
CO
in Charleston, South Carolina. This folk play was more
highly acclaimed by the critics than any other Negro dreuna
that had ever been produced. It ran for more than two years,
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including performances in New York, London and on the road.
The writing, staging and acting were considered superb. Among
the large cast were Rose McClendon as Serena and Leigh Whlpper
in two roles - the undertaker and the crabman.
Whipper came from a well-known and eminent family and was
therefore able to escape some of the trials of most Negro actors.
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His father, Brig-Gen. William J, Whipper, a circuit judge and
member of two constitutional conventions during the Recon¬
struction era, had wanted Leigh to become a doctor. (Both
Leigh's mother and sister were physlcans.) Leigh, however,
became a lawyer instead. He was graduated from Howard Uni¬
versity's law school, but he never practiced law. Instead,
he followed a long felt urge to become an actor.
In addition to his accomplishments on stage, Whipper has
also been a screen actor in Mission to Moscow, Stevedore,
Heart of the West, Set My People Free, Ox Bow Incident, Porgy
and Of Mice and Men.
Plays about Negro life by White playwrights reached a
high point with the production of Marc Connelly's Green
Pastures in 1930. The play was a fedsle of the Negro's con¬
ception of the Old Testament, with Richard B. Harrison as
"the Lord”'.' Harrison was over 60 years old when he made his
debut on Broadway, giving 1,568 straight performances without
missing a single one.^^
The depression hit Negro actors very hard. With the
exception of the long running Green Pastures, Negro performers
were nearly unemployed as actors and actresses.®^
^^This information came from a page in a magazine titled
Scrapbook of the Stars. The article, written about Leigh Whipper
was so badly worn the date and writer's name could not be read.
^^Meltzer and Hughes, Black Magic, p. 116.
62Ibid.
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Several attempts had been made to establish a permanent
Negro theatre In Harlem. One of the first great attempts was
made by Rose McClendon and Dick Campbell In 1935. Together
they laid the foundation for the Negro People's Theatre. Un¬
fortunately , Miss McClendon died following the group's only
production, Clifford Odets' Waiting for Lefty.
After her death, many of the group members joined what
was developing Into the Negro Unit of the Federal Theatre.
The Federal Theatre Project, established In 1935 by the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) was extremely helpful to Negro
actresses and actors. It afforded than their first opporunlty
to learn the management and technical aspects of theatre. It
also gave promising playwrights a chance to see their scripts
producted In Chicago, Harlem, Los Angeles and Seattle.
Through the efforts of the Federal Theatre, Chicago pre¬
sented em all-Negro version of Swing Mikado In 1939, with
Gilbert and Sullivan music played In jazz tempo. On the West
Coast, Clarence Muse's production of Hall Johnson's Run Little
Chlllun ran for several months. Muse, like Leigh Whlpper,
was educated as a lawyer but pursued an Interest In theatre.
Prior to becoming one of Hollywood's most notable Negro actors
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Loften Mitchell, Black Drama (New York* Hawthorne
Books, Inc., 1967), p. idd.
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Meltzer and Hughes, op. clt. pp. 119-120.
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In the 1940s, Muse had been a writer-director and producer for
Negro theatres in New York and Chicago,
While the Federal Theatre dominated the Karlem area,
others were busy creating additional community theatres.
In 1938, Langston Hughes and Hilary Phillips founded the
Harlem Suitcase Theatre, This small group, performing week¬
ends in 1936-37, in a fraternal hall gave 135 performances of
Hughes* Don*t You Want To Be Free?^^ Hughes was also respon¬
sible for the est2U}lishment of other community theatres. The
following year he founded the New Negro Theatre in Los
Angeles; and, in 1942, The Skyloft Players in Chicago, As
a playwright, Hughes enjoyed several successes, including
Broadway runs of his Mulatto (1935) and Simply Heavenly (1957),
Several community theatres began using his materials after
1936,®^
Like Hughes, Countee Cullen was also a major figure
during the Heurlem Renaissance, He was a staunch traditiona¬
list and conservative in his literary views. Although he
was known mostly for his poetry, Cullen was also involved
in writing several plays. His most notable play was The
Medea, in the book. The Medea and Some Poems, which was
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Hughes (New Yorki The
■p. 5,"
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Cullen's version o£ the Medea of Euripides,
He also collaborated with another Reniassance figure,
Arna Bontemps, on a play titled St, Louis Woman, This play
was an adaptation of God Sends Sunday, the novel by Arna
Bontemps, written in 1931,
Cullen and Bontemps had hoped their play might prove
to be a theatrical success along the lines of Porgy, since
the Bontemps* novel was also a poetic and romanticized
version of Black folk life,®® However, they were unsuccess¬
ful in their attempt to find producers until March 1946,
Cullen never saw it staged. He died suddenly, just two
months before the show opened. Movie rights were sold,
though a picture was never made, St, Louis Woman had caused
quite a stir with the National Association for the Advance¬
ment of Colored People (NAACP), Walter White, then field
secretary, objected to the production because he felt that
it dlplcted low life images and stereotyped images of Black
people,®®
Cullen also joined talents with Owen Dodson to write
The Third Fourth of July, a one-act play in poetry, Dodson,
in addition to being a poet, was a man of the theatre, who
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Michael Lomax, "Countee Cullen* (Unpublished Ph,D,
dissertation, Emory University, 1973) p, 188,
69 Ibid,, p, 219
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later became director of the Howard University Players,
In addition to the Lincoln and the Lafayette Theatres,
the Alhambra Theatre in Harlem formed a semi-permanent
company of performers including the comics, Amanda Randolph
and Teddy Blackman. "A short-lived group called the Negro
Folk Theatre presented a double bill at the Lafayette; Oscar
Wilde's Salome, with Evelyn Freer, and The Chip Woman's
71
Fortune by Negro playwright Willis Richardson."
Congress suspended the Federal Theatre in 1939, because
its plays were so critical of American life. This was a tre¬
mendous loss to Negro actors and to young technicans seeking
backstage training.Had it not been for organizations such
as the McClendon players, drama would have been taken away
from the people emd lodged firmly back into the bosom of the
middle-class.
In 1939 Dick Campbell and his wife, singer-actress
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Muriel Rahn organized the Rose McClendon players. This
group thrived until the beginning of World War II when
Campbell left to become United States Service Organization
Director. Some of its popular alumni have been Ossie Davis,
70
Blance E. Ferguson, Countee Cullen and the Negro
Renaissance (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, p. 185.




Fred O'Neal, Helen Martin, Maxwell Glanvllle, Claire Leyba,
and Freddie Carter.^^
In 1940, a group known as the American Negro Theatre
(A.N.T.) came Into being with the help of Abram Hill, Austin
Brlggs-Hall, Frederick O'Neal, Hattie KlngrReeves and several
other former McClendon players. The group was housed In the
basement of a Harlem library, which had been the former home
7 5
of the Harlem Suitcase Theatre.
ant's first productlon*/was Strlver's Row. They went
on to produce other plays such as Theordore Brown's Natural
Man, Owen Dodson's The Garden of Time and Philip Yordan's Anna
Lucasta.^^
The comedy, Anna Lucasta, written about a Polish family,
was Ironically ANT's only production to go from Harlem to
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Broadway. Anna Lucasta, with Its Negro cast was so popular
that It was taken to Broadway In 1944 where It ran nearly three
years. Unfortunately, the success stiffled ANT. Thereafter,
the critics judged ANT's productions as well as other pro¬
ductions In Harlem on the basis of Broadway entries.
Consequently the group began aiming their materials at Broadway







Black Magic, p. 125.
p • 135•
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From that time to the 1960's there was not a community
theatre In Harlem, for the development of either actors or
playwrights. During the Black Arts Movement of the 1960's
the Lincoln and Lafayette Theatres In New York were re¬
vived through the help of funds from the federal poverty
program.
This funding, which had nearly the same basis as the
Federal Theatre Project, also made possible the redevelop¬
ment of community theatres throughout the country. By the
mld-1960*8, nearly every major city fromccoast to coast
had at least one community theatre.
CHAPTER II
PLAYS AND PLAYWRIGHTS
Negro professional entertainment came Into being long
before the Civil War, while slaves were still under the
management of their white masters. Much of the current in¬
formation written about the history of the Negro in the
American theatre has been written from secondeury sources,
often repeating some of its errors.
In an attempt to present a more accurate body of infor¬
mation 2d>out the Negro's contribution to Amerlcem theatre,
the following pages list original and copies of original
manuscripts, radio scripts, letters, playbills, articles and
reviews related to performers and productions. Beginning
with the first known published play of Negro authorship
(Willizim Wells Brown's The Escape? Or, A Leap to Freedom,
A Drama in Five Acts), this primary source material covers




(1) "Popo and Pifina," was reviewed in the Chicago Sun
(June 5, 1943)•
The reviewer's name was not listed. Popo and Flflna
is the dramatization of the book of the seune title, written
29
3D
by Arna Bontemps and Langston Hughes. The play was pro¬
duced at Phillips High School in Chicago.
Letters
11-17-42 In this letter to Harold Jackman,
Bontemps mentions the party for the
Porgy and Bess cast, at which Mrs.
tierslnwln was present.
Articles
(1) June Provine's column in the Chicago Sun (November,
1942) mentions that Mrs. Gershwin, mother of George Gershwin,
had flown to Chicago for the opening of Porgy and Bess and
had also attended the cast party. Her son had written the
music for the production.
(2) In the obituary, "Arna Bontemps, Writer, 70, Dies,"
in the New York Times (June 6, 1973), there is mention of
the stage adaptation of his first novel, God Sends Sunday
(1931). Written in collaboration with Countee Cullen, St.
Louis Woman was not produced until 1946. Bontemps also wrote
two other plays - Creole, with Schuyler Watts and Careless




John Henry, Black River Giant, based on the Negro
legend of the South, was the offshoot of the book and play
John Henry, by Roark Bradford.
Bradford, a White writer, was born and reared on a
plantation near the Mississippi River where he had contact
with many Negroes while growing up* He received his formal
education at the University of California, and served in the
U.S. Azrmy during World War I. After his tour of duty, he
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wrote for several newspapers in Atlanta and New Orleans.
As a well-known folklorist, Bradford fictionalized many
legends and tales during his writing career.
The script, John Henry, Black River Giant, was
directed and adapted for radio by Geraldine Garrick and
Juano Hernandez. The script had been written as a year-long
series of radio plays for CBS, to be aired over WABC in New
York in 1933* John Henry, Black River Giant was presented
each Sunday as two separate episodes, one airing at 8 a.m.
and the other at 8t45 p.m.
Typed copies of Episodes 1-45 (January 15, 1933 to
June 18, 1933)1 49 (July 2, 1933) and 53-68 (July 16, 1933
to September 10, 1933) and copies dated June 25, July 6,
July 9, July 13 and two different copies dated September
17, can be found with the Rose McClendon holdings, since
she played the leading female role throughout the series.
Also included is Miss McClendon's obituary.
"Rose McClendon, Original 'Mulatto* Star Dies in
New York," In the Afro-American (Washington, D.C. edition)
July 18, 1936.
7Q
ROark Bradford, John Henry (New Yorkt The Lltereury
Guild, 1931) p. 227.
3l
The musical drama version of John Henry (1939), was
presented on Broadway for 5 performances in 1940, with Paul
Bobeson as John Henry*
Wlllleun Wells Brown (1815—1884)
Plays
A copy of the original printed version of The Escapei
Or, A Leap to Freedom# A drama in Five Acts» published by
R* F* Walcut in Boston, June 1858, can be found in the Atlanta
University Library vault* The frayed copy is 4" x 6" and is
52 pages in length*
The Escape, though it was not Brown's first play, is
the first known drama by an American Negro to have been pub¬
lished* Based on actual experience. The Escape was read
before numerous anti-slavery audiences*®® There is no known
record of its production*
Countee Cullen (1903 —1946)
Plays
(1) The Countee Cullen Memorial Collection contains two
typed play manuscripts* One is A Byword For Evil (an adapta¬
tion of the Medea of Euripides with a prologue and epilogue)*
The Incidental music for the choruses was written by Virgil
Thomson* The play was dedicated to the actress. Rose
®®William E* Farrlson, William Wells Brown (Chicago,
The University of Chicago Press, 1969) p* 277*
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McClendon, who died before she had a chance to play this
role. There is no record of a production of A Byword for
Evil. (The manuscript Is not dated.)
Cullen also wrote another version of the Medea,
without the prologue and epilogue and with a few minor
changes. This Medea was published by Harper and Brothers
(New York, 1935) in the book The Medea and Some Poems. The
printed version Is also aValledsle In the Atlanta University
Llbr2Li:y.
(2) The second play manuscript In the collection is
titled. The Third Fourth of July. It is a one-act play in
poetry, written by Cullen and Owen Dodson, and Is accompanied
by music. The play deals with how the second World War
touched the lives of two families - one White and the other
Negro. The entire text of the play also appears In the
August 1946 edition of Theatre Arts magazine.
Reviews
The collection Includes three lukewarm newspaper
reviews of The Medea and Some Poems by Cullen. The names of
the publications and the dates are not listed.
Playbills
(1) The University Players ,f)resent /Che Premiere Per-
formance^f/Countee Cullen*s/version/of/the Medea of
Euripides.
The production was held at Spelman College Friday and
Saturday evenings, March 15 and 16, 1940 at 8 p.m. It was
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designed and directed by Owen Dodson.
(2) Edward Gross/presents/St. Louis Woman/a new musical
play in three acts/music by Harold Arlen/lyrics by Johnny
Mercer/book by Arna Bontemps and Countee Collen.
The play, based on the Bont^ps novel God Sends
Sunday, was presented March 30, 1946 at the Martin Beck
Theatre in Mew York. Rouben Meunoulian directed. The cast
included The Nicholas Brothers, Rex Ingram, Ruby Hill, June
Hawkins, Juanita Hull and Pearl Bailey. (St. Louis Woman
marked Pearl Bailey's debut to Broadway.)
Letters to Owen Dodson
2-5-38 This letter declined an invitation to see the
production of Dodson's Garden of Time (Dodson's
version of the Medea).
1-28-39 This letter acknowledged and thanked Dodson for
his criticisms of an unnamed play amd the book.
He also mentioned the possibility of getting
St. Louis Woman produced.
3-10-40 In this letter Cullen acknowledged Dodson's
intention to produce the Medea (see playbill
section).
8-27-40 In this letter Cullen made plans to collaborate
with Dodson for skits to present at the New Negro
Theatre in Los Angeles, founded by Langston Hughes.
12-23-44 Cullen discussed plans to work with Arna Bontemps
on finishing St. ^uls Woman and he wished Dodson
success with The Garden o^ Time.
Owen Dodson (1914-- j
Plays
(1) The Dodson holdings Include a typed script of New
World A'Coming, an original pageant of hope by Dodson, with
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poems by Countee Cullen (no date)•
(2) It also contains the script. Hot Spots» USA by
Dodson. The latter play was presented over WMCA (New York)
January 7, 1945 on the New World A'Coming Series. The script
Is In a soft, notebook cover.
The Drama Group of Ceunp Forest Smalls, Great Lakes
Naval Training Station (Great Lakes, Illinois) presented
The Ballad of Dorrle^^ Miller, by Owen Dodson, Sunday,
February 7, 1943. Trevor Arnett's special collection has
the original copy. The program Is listed on the cover of
the text. Dodson was very active In theatre, while serving
In the United States Navy during World War II. His char¬
acter, Dorle Miller, was a messman In the Navy who received
the Distinguished Service Cross for his heroism during Pearl
Harbor.
Postcards
Dodson sent Harold Jackman three postcards discussing
his Involvement In theatre while completing his tour of duty
at Great Lakes Naval Training Station. The cards were dated
12-3-39, 3-5-41 and 11-12-42.
Miscellaneous
The Dodson holdings also Include the original hand
written manuscript of Color, USA 1946. It was published In
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*Thls was the spelling used by Owen Dodson. In
all other reference, the spelling was Dorle.
Twice A Year, (fall, winter 1946-47), under the title
Color USA. In the winter issue (1947) of Conmion Ground,
it was published under the title. Southern Journey.
Owen Dodson and Rudolph Carlson, a White man, made
a trip to the South in search of materials for a forthcoming




(1) The Hughes holding is quite large and contains several
scripts. One radio script titled Brothers is written ed^out
a heroic seaman. It was prepared especially for Keep *em
Rolling, at the request of Bernard C. Schoenfeld and William
Alexander in New York, January 24, 1942.
Keep *em Rolling was most likely a script written for
the Writer's War Board. Hughes put his talent at the service
of World War II by writing verses and slogans for the United
States Treasury Department to help sell defense bonds. He
also produced articles and scripts at the request of the
Vhrlter's Weu: Board to let the nation know what Negroes were
doing in all branches of the military, and to encourage
Negroes in their fight for freedom. Hughes teamed up with
composers such as W. C. Handy, Clarence Jones and Elie
Slegmelster to write the lyrics for songs the soldiers were
soon singing. Some of his works were aired on radio progreuns
or presented at freedom rallies In places like Madison Square
Garden.
(3) Another typed script is the two-act opera. The
Barrier, based on one of Hughes' eeurllest stories, "Father and
Son," and also evolved from his play. Mulatto. Music for
The Barrier was written by Jan Meyerowitz. The Barrier was
produced for the first time by Columbia University Opera
Workshop, January 18, 1950. Milton Smith was,the director.
The play reached Broadway by November.
Jan Meyerowitz was one of several Hughes collaborators
and also wrote the musical scores for several of Hughes' con¬
cert numbers. Meyerowitz was born in Breslau, Germany in 1913
Much of his musical education was received at the Hochschule
fur Muslk. In 1946, Meyerowitz came to the United States and
wrote several operas.
(3) Also included is the edited fourth draft of Simply
Heavenly. Contained eure the complete first act and portions
of the second and third acts before revisions, making the
play into a musical in January of 1955. The play is based
on the Hughes novel Simple Takes A Wife. Simply Heavenly,
with music by David Martin, was presented on Broadway and in
Hollywood in 1957.
(5) A peurtial script of Shuffletown Outlaws, written in
February of 1950, is also included. There is no reference to
its being published or produced. The manuscript is incomplete
3$
Reviews
(1) "Barrier Becomes Very Much Alive," by Milton Berliner
in the Washington Daily News (September 28, 1950).
(2) "Ovation Greets *The Barrier* at Premiere Here" by
Glen Dillard Gann. (The name of the publication and the
date were not listed.)
(3) "Langston Hughes 'Simply Heavenly* Shows Harlem's
Happy Life," by John Chapman in Sunday News (September 1,
1957).
(4) "Negro Laughter" (a review of Simply Heavenly and
A Land Beyond The River by Loften Mitchell) by Brooks
Atkinson in The New York Times (June 2, 1957). Both pro¬
ductions were playing off Broadway at the same time.
(5) "Concert and Recital" (a review of Troubled Island)
by Frances D. Perkins in the New York Herald Tribune (April
1, 1949). The cast was listed in this review.
(6) "Laszio Halasz Present New Still Opera," by Olin
Downes in The New York Times (April 1, 1949).
The cast was listed. Halasz was the conductor of
Troubled Island, as well as the artistic and musical director
of The New York City Opera Compemy.
(7) The Music Makers," by Irving Kolodln in the New York
Sun (April 1, 1949). This was a review of Troubled Island.
(8) "Still's Troubled Island* a Troubled Opera," by Douglas
Watt in the New York Daily News (April 1, 1949).
William Grant Still, who wrote the musical score for
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the opera, was also the first Negro to conduct a major
symphony orchestra when he led the Los Angeles Symphony
Orchestra In 1936.
(9) "Wlllleun Still's New Opera, 'Troubled Island' To
Be Offered by City Troupe in Spring," in the New York Herald
Tribune, (February 17, 1949) • The reviewer's neune was not
listed.
(10) "Troubled History of The 'Troiibled Island'," by
Hillieun Grant Still in the New York Times, (March 20, 1949)•
(11) "A New Negro Theatre is Born With A New Play," is
the title of a review that was reprinted from the Chicago Sun
2md reproduced in 11" x 14" format. (No date was listed.)
Playbills
(1) The Chicago Hampton Alumni/presents Richard B.
Harrison Players ln/"Emperor of Haiti"/Drama in three acts/
By Langston Hughes.
This musical was later called Troubled Island and
was written in collaboration with William Grant Still. The
performance ran Sunday, October 24, 1954 at the Wendell
Phillips Auditorium in Chicago.
(2) Hunter College Opera Association presents/an opera
workshop production/"Esther"/an opera in three acts/libertto
by Langston Hughes/music by Jan Meyerowitz.
The production was presented by Hunter College Play¬
house in New York. The playbill was not dated. Esther,
derived from the Bible, is set in the Kingdom of Shusham in
the 5th Century, B.C.
(3) The Harlem Suitcase Theatre/presents/"Don*t You Want
To Be Free?"/A poetic drama/By Langston Hughes.
The performance was held July 4. (No year was
listed.)
(4) The Harlem Suitcase Theatre/second season/presents/
■Prom Uncle Tom's Cabin To Em-Fuehrer Jones"/ and/"Don*t
You Want To Be Free?"/A Poetic Drama by Langston Hughes.
The play was presented every Sunday at 9 p.m.
Although no dates are listed on the two different playbills
featuring Hughes' poetic drama, "Don't You Want To Be Free? It
ran 135 perfoirmances during the 1936-37 season at the Harlem
Suitcase Theatre.
(5) The Skyloft Players/presents their first/Arts Recital.
This recital was presented June 8, 1947 at 3 p.m.
The Skyloft Theatre was founded by Langston Hughes with his
Rosenwald Fellowship musical drama. The Sun Do Move.
(6) The Gilpin Players/present/"Little H2un"/by/Langston
Hughes.
The world premiere of this play was presented March
24, 1936 at the Karamu Theatre in Cleveland. The production
listed on playbill took place May 25-29 and June 3-6.
(no yBax was listed.)
(7) Washington Theatre/August 7-8-9-10/"Mulatto"/by
Langston Hughes.
This production was presented at the Washington
Theatre in New York. Meurtin Jones directed and Lucille Sears
played the lead role of Cora Lewis.
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(8) "Mulatto*/a new drama/by Langston Hughes*
This play was presented by the Vanderbilt Theatre
in New York, October 24, 1935. Martin Jones directed and
Rose McClendon played the leading role.
(9) Mu Chapter/of/The National Sorority of Phi Delta
Kappa/presents/"Popo and Fifina"/Children of Haiti/by/
Arna Bontemps/and/Langston Hughes. (The place and date
were not listed.)
(10) Dwight Deere Winraan/and/Tho Playwrights* Company/
presents/"Street Scene"/a dramatic musical/from the play and
book by Elmer Rice/music by Kurt Weill/lyrics by Langston
Hughes. (This play opened at the Shubert Theatre, December
16, 1946).
(11) The Columbia Theatre Associates/of Coltmbia University/
Milton Smith, Director/presents/The Columbia Opera Workshop
in/"The Barrier"/libretto by Langston Hughes/music by Jan
Meyerowitz. (The production was given January 18-21, 23-28,
1950, in Brander Matthews Hall.)
(12) The Gilpin Players/present/"Troubled Island"/by
Langston Hughes/The Karamu Theatre. This production was given
November 18-23. (The year was not listed.)
Letters to Owen Dodson
1-28-38] This letter to Dodson at Atlanta University,
concerned the opening of the Harlem Suitcase
Theatre. Hughes asked for some one-act plays
for production in this new theatre.
9-12-50 In this letter Hughes informed Dodson that The
Barrier went into rehearsal on that date.
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10-9-50 This letter was to Dodson informing him that
The Barrier had opened in Washington, D.C.
starring Lawrence Tibbett and Muriel Rahn.
Hughes also explained, for the bentgfit of
Dodson's students, how the musical version
was created.
1-28-57 Hughes complimented Dodson on his idea of a
Negro drama festival.
Miscellaneous
With the Hughes papers is a program on which the back¬
side has the lyrics to "The Ballad of Harry Mooref'i a ballad
that was sung by Josh White and Sam Gary in one of the
NAACP's "Great Nights" at Mddison Square Garden, March 5, 1952.
Hughes also wrdte an article in the Chicago Defender
December 16, titled "Negro Theatre Groups Should Aid and
Develop Negro Playwrights." Atlanta University's Library has
the manuscript of this article, but it is not dated.
Zora Neale Hurston (1903-1960)
Plays
A typed copy of the manuscript Color Struck is the only
item in the Hurston file related to the stage. Color Struck,
a play in four scenes, was printed in Fire, a quarterly de¬
voted to the younger Negro artists. A photo copy of the
premiere issue, in its entirety, can be found with the
Hurston holdings (November, 1926). This first issue was
edited by Wallace Thurman in assoclaticnwith Langston Hughes,
Gwendolyn Bennett, Richard Bruce, Zora Neale Hurston, Aaron
Douglas and John Davis.
The setting in Color Struck, is a Southern city around
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the turn of the century,
Raphael Alfonso Mclver (1912— ) J
Plays
Ray Mclver, as he Is sometimes known, is an Atlanta play¬
wright, He has been a teacher of English, speech and dra¬
matics in various Black Atlanta high schools. Bom in Darien,
Georgia, he is the ninth of eleven children born to West
Indian parents. He attended Bethune Cookman College,
Morehouse College and Atlanta University. His poems have
also appeared in Negro Digest (now Black World).
(1) The first four plays by Mclver are Adapted from short
stories by Erskin Caldwell. Kneel To The Rising Sun concerns
the plight of a Negro and a White sharecropper, who are at
the mercy of a ruthless White employer. The collection has
one mimeographed and one handwritten copy. Neither copy is
dated.
(2) The Fly In The Coffin is a one-act play written about
a "wake” party, just before the funeral. The collection has
one mimeographed and one handwritten copy. Neither copy is
dated.
(3) The Negro in the Well, is a serious comedy in one
frivolous act, Atlanta University's Library has only one
mimeographed copy, and it is not dated. This is also the
case with The Ballad of Candy-Man Beechum, another one-act
play,
(4) The Death of Jesus was Mclver*s "passion play written
for pagans" partially written in the English of the King
James Bible, The Death of Jesns (1946) was a passionate
search for a 20th century Jesus. It was dedicated to Meurtln
Luther King, Jr. The collection has one laimeographed and
one hemdwritten copy.
(5) God Is A Nigger, was perhaps Mclver's most important
play. It is also known under the titles God Is A Guess What
and God Is A You Know What. It is the only play in the
collection known to have Been-iproduced on stage. God Is A
Nigger opened January 18, 1969 at St. Mark's Theatre under
the title, God Is A Guess What and was performed by the
Negro Ensemble Company. "Essentially, the play deals with
the attempted lynching of a Black man, which is prevented
by the divine Intervention of a God who t\u:ns out to be
Black."®2
Miscellaneous
The Mclver papers also Include a handwritten manu¬
script titled, "Personal Experience on Broadway," add "Lost
In the Stars." a musical tragedy based on Alan Baton's Cry,
The Beloved Country. The latter is written on the back side
of an Atlanta University Book Review Program. Neither copy
is dated.





(1) Unfortvinately Miss Johnson's collection Includes
only two Items related to the Afro-American stage. Both
are letters. The firsts which Is not dated. Is to Mr. Heniry
Slaughter, discussing the possibility of one of her plays
being presented by a White Theatre company In Chicago, along
with other plays by Eugene O'Neill and Paul Green.
(2) The second letter, dated August 4, 1938, mentions to
Harold Jackman, that she gave Langston Hughes 5 or 6 plays
when he was In Washington, D. C. One of these plays was
given the approval of the Federal Theatre Project. The letter
Is written In such a way that It Is difficult to determine
whether she Is feferring to her own w>rks. Miss Johnson was
primarily known as a poet.
Hall Johnson 11888-1970)
Plays
Johnson's papers Includes one typed manuscript of Run
Little Chlllun, a two-act play performed In New York City
November 27, 1935. This was the first dreuna of complete Negro
authorship to have a Broadway run. Not only were the per¬
formers Blacks, the t>lay was written and arranged by a
Negro playwright who was also a distinguished choral director.
Johnson was born In Athens, Georgia and studied at Atlanta
University. He also served as the musical director for the
Broadway production of Green Pastures.
George A. Towns (1870 - 1956)
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Towns was another Atlanta playwright. He was a graduate
of Atlanta University in 1894, and of Harvard in 1900, and a
member of the faculty of Atlanta University (1895-1930) and
of Fort Valley (Georgia) State College (1930-1938), Towns
was the founder and editor of Atlanta University's alumni
magazine. Crimson & Grey.
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The Towns papers include three printed copies of Towns
one-act play. The Sharecropper (1932).
Playbills
(1) "Fort Valley faculty/present/two one-act plays/ by
George Townes/Friday, April 22," (The plays. The Sharecroppers
and Prosperity, were presented Friday, April 22, No year was
listed.)
(2) The College Player's Guild/of The Port Valley State
College/presentj^he Sharecropper/Friday, February 14, 1941,
Letters
11-19-09 This letter, from Jeunes Weldon Johnson, states
that his brother J. Rosamond Johnson had re¬
cently been appointed to the staff at the London
Opera House.
3-22-13 This letter, also from James Weldon Johnson,
cites that Rosamond had just signed to conduct
the orchestra at the London Opera House for
the forthcoming revue.
3-23-32 This letter, sent to the Registrar of Copyrights,
requesting an application for copyrights for
two one-act plays.
3-29-35 In this letter Towns wrote to Dr. Dean Sage,
and asked his opinion of The Sharecropper and
its possibilities of being producecl in New York,
4f4-17-35 In this letter Towns granted Mr, Pinkney Howell
Permission to give one perfoimiance of The
Sharecropper,5-11-39 This letter, from J, Rosamond Johnson acknow^
ledged receipt of Towns letter of March 20
and apologizes for not answering. He had been




(1) The Whlpper collection contains three typed scripts.
One Is The Negro Speaks, a radio script written for WPAS and
does not list a date,
(2) The second script Is the acting part for the second
avocatore In Volpone,
(3) The third Is a copy of one of Whlpper*s pageants -
These Are They, written for the Carter G, Woodson, Jr, Negro
History Group and presented by them at the YWCA for the first
time February 9, 1952, Theseare They Is a play ed^out the life
of Carter G, Woodson,
Reviews
(1) "Eagle Drama Editor Selects Year's Best Negro Per¬
formances,” In the California Eagle, (January 2, 1941), The
reviewer's neune was not listed,
(2) "Leigh Whlpper," In Scrapbook of the Stars, (The
writer and the date and place of publication were not distin¬
guishable, )
(3) "'Of Mice and Men' Stage Success,” by H, M, Levey In
The Oakland Tribune, (The date was not listed,)
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(4) '"‘taiarleston, 1882* Opens Impressively at Shubert
Theatre," by Dorothy Heyward. The date and name of the publi¬
cation were not listed. The play referred to was ed>out the
Denmark Vesey slave uprising, with Leigh Whipper as Gullah
Jack.
(5) "*0f Mice and Men* Wins Critics Award; *Our Town*
Second," by Burns Mantle. The date and publication name were
not listed.
(6) "*0f Mice and Men* by Leo Simon." The date and naune




Leigh Whipper, star of screen and stage, presented a
dramatization for St. Augustine*s Episcopal Ch\irch*s Pre-Lenten
Concert, February 1, 1948 at 3 p.m.
(2) Leon J. Bronesky and Edward M. Gilbert/present
new dreuna by Sarett and Herbert Rudley/directed by Mr. Rudley.
The cast Included Josh White, Josh White, Jr., Ida
James, Frank Wilson, Freddie Washington, Peter Copell, Sam
Gilman and Leigh Whipper. It was presented at the Playhouse
in New York.
Letters
This letter, from Oscar Micheaux, President of
Micheaux Film Corporation, (Producers and Distri¬
butors of High Class Negro Feature Photoplays)















This letter is from International Talking
Pictures, confirming an appointment with
Whipper,
In a letter from Victor Wolfson of The Theatre
Union, Whipper is thanked for his fine work in
Stevedore,
Margaret Linley wrote to Whipper asking him to
play the role of the crabman again in the opera
Porgy,
Whipper wr6te a letter of acceptance.
This letter, from Irene C, McLaughlin, says
that she enjoyed Stevedore.
This letter from Seun Byrd (representative for
Seimson Raphaelson's White Man) infomed Whipper
that there might be a part for him in an up¬
coming production and also requested a copy
of St. Louis Woman.
In this letter from Melvin J. Chisum (National
Negro Press Association, field secretary)
Chisum encouraged Whipper and Bill Robinson
(Bojzmgles) to pursue the "Ethiopian” play idea.
Wallace Ford wrote Whipper congratulating him
on his performance in Of Mice and Men.
This letter is from a fan offering congratulations.
In this letter from Louis G. Palmer, President
of the Old Wayne Club in Detroit, helwelcomed
Whipper and the cast of Of Mice and Men.
This personal letter c«une from Lester A. Walton,
Legation of the United States, congratulating
Whipper on performance in Of Mice and Men.
Included in the Whipper holdings are thirty telegrams and
twenty cards giving evidendeof Whipper *s success as a Negro
actor playing straight roles.
Miscellaneous
The scrapbook Includes telegreuns; photos of family.
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friends and co-workers; and several covers of playbills.
Shipper's name Is also mentioned In newsletters for The
Negro Actors Guild of America, of which he was also a
founder.
June-July (1971) Shipper had been seen on CBS-TV news
during the Martin Luther King Day
parade, taking bows as a Spanish-
American War Veteran.
July-August (1971) VThlpper had been honorary pall bearer
in the funeral of Thomas W. Moseley,
administrative secretary for the Guild.
Moseley was 93 years old.
November-December Whlpper and Miss Ortiz had brought in
(1971) orchestra leader Jake Fisher as a new
member.
January-Pebruary Whipper had brought in Reginald B.
(1972) Jackson as a new member.
March-April 0.972) Whipper had participated in the enter--
talnment commltte for the annual luncheona.
August-September Whipper was among the honored members of
(1972) the Guild at a buffet dinner.
April (1973) Leigh Whipper was honored by the Guild in




Negro songwriters during the first quarter of the Aine-
teenth century often remained anonymous. It was usually
because of poverty that these musicians sold their composi¬
tions outright or gave peinnission to white publishers or
arrangers to put their names on the songs. As a result
some of the music written by Negro composers has been credited
to others.
This chapter is an attempt to catalogue all of Atlanta
University's sheet music holdings, written by American Negro
composers who were involved in theatre. It goes as far back
as minstrel performer/composer, Gussie L, Davis, who for more
than two decades, beginning in 1866, published a great many
popular ballads. Most of the material, however, concentrates
on the musical/vaudeville era, when musicians and lyricists
combined their talents to produce show tunes.
Will Marion Cook (1869-1944)
Cook was a native of Washington, D.C. He studied music
at Oberlin and the National Conservatory of Music in the United
States, as well as the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin. He was
83
a renowned violinist, having studied under Joachim.
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Hildred Roach, Black American Music (Bostoni Crescendo
Ifhblishing), 1973, p. WT.
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Teeuning his efforts with Bert Wllllauns, William Moore,
H« B. Smith, Cecil Mack, James Weldon Johnson, Alex Rogers
emd others. Cook created stage scores for such musicals as
In Dahomey, Abyssinia, Clorlndy and Bandana Land,
Atlanta University's music collection has copies of some
of the original sheet music from the popular musical and
vaudeville era. They are ”Evah Dahkey Is A King,” from
In Dahomey (1902) and "Abyssinia," from the musical of the
same title (1906)• Lyrics for the first selection were written
by E. P. Moran and poet, Paul Laurence Dunbar. The music was
written by John R. Cook. Will Marion Cook and Bert Wllllzuns
were responsible for the second song.
Other sheet music included with the Cook papers are "Wid
De Moon, Moon, Moon" (1907), "We're Maurching On" (1896),
"Ciniel Papa," a fox trot (1914) and "An Explanation" (1914).
Gussie L. Davis
Davis was a minstrel composer/performer from Cincinnati,
Ohio who wrote several very popular ballads in the 1880's.
Little is known about him, except that he was perhaps the
earliest Negro songwriter to produce a long series of hits.
Davis wrote both the words and the music for a series of hits,
beginning in 1886. The original sheet music for two of these
selections are in the Atlanta University music collection.
The earliest one, "When Nelly Was Raking Hay," as sung by
Wallace King of Gallenders^^ Minstrels (1884), was written
*i£«r although the Callender Minstrels also existed at
this time.
S3
by Davis, The lyrics for "Drooping Leaves" (1887), were
written by Mrs, Lottie B, Davis, Gussie L, Davis wrote the
music,
Langston Hughes (1902 - 1967)
In addition to being a poet and playwright, Hughes was si:?
,^soa prolific lyricist, Hughes* music holdings include
several selections of sheet music from various productions.
Two eure concert ntimbers, done in coll2d>oratlon with
Margaxet Bonds, Hughes wrote the text, "The Megro Speaks
of Rivers" (1942), is based on the Hughes' poem of the seune
title, "The Ballad of the Brown King" (1961), was a Christmas
cantata presenting the story of the titular king among the
Three Wise Men, This selection, also with music by Margaret
Bonds, was dedicated to Martin Luther King, Jr,
In addition to being a composer, author and pianist.
Miss.Bonds (1913 - 1972), was also a personal friend of
Langston Hughes, She was born in Chicago and was educated at
Northwestern University as well as the Julliard School of
Music in New York,®^
Asaa composer she was known for her countless arrange¬
ments of spirituals, her piano work and other orchestral and
vocal compositions, both dramatic and abstract. Miss Bonds
also served as the musical director for several community
theatres in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles,
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Hughes also write the text for "The Glory Around His
Head" (1955) and "The Five Foolish Virgins" (1950)• The first
selection is an Easter cantata and the second is a concert
nuxnber based on the Bibical parable of the five wise
virgins and the five foolish virgins. Jan Meyerowitz wrote
the musical scores for both. Meyerowitz was born in Breslau,
Germany and was educated at the Hochschole far Musik in Berlin.
He has collaborated with Hughes, primarily on concert nrunbers,
but he also wrote the score for the opera. The Barrier.
Other sheet music includes "Moon-face, Steurry-eyed," from
the Kurt Weill musical Street Scene, with book by Elmer Rice
emd Lyrics by Hughes (1946). Weill was a personal friend of
Hughes.
Sheet music for Simply Heavenly, with book and lyrics by
Hughes and music by jazz pianist, David Martin, is also in¬
cluded with the Hughes papers. The selections present aret
"Simply Heavenly," "Did You Ever Hear The Blues," "When I*m
In a Quiet Mood," "Look For the Morning Star," "Good Old
Girl," "Let's Ball Awhile," "Deep In Love With You," "I Want
Somebody To Come Home To" and "I*m Gonna Be John Henry."
The sheet music for the "Ballad of Harry Moore," as sung
by Josh White and Sam Gary on March 6, 1952, is Also present.
The selection was done at Madison Square Garden for a MAACP
benefit.
Hall Johnson (1888 - 1970)
Johnson's music holdings contain a series of Negro
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Spirituals, titled "City C&lled Heaven" (1930). This music
was selected and arranged by Hall Johnson for the production
Green Pastures,
J. Rosamond Johnson (1873 - 1954)
James Weldon Johnson (1971 - 1938)
The Johnson brothers were both born in Jaclcsonville,
Florida, and both received degrees from Atlanta University.
J. Rosamond Johnson studied music at the New England Con¬
servatory of Music. As a pianist and singer, he toured the
United States and Europe in progreuns of spirituals and in
Porqy and Bess. During the Renaissance, he teamed with his
brother, known mostly as a poet and lyricist, and Bob Cole
to produce some of the most popular musicals in the history
of Negro theatre. With Jeumes Weldon Johnson, he also wrdjte
the Negro National Anthem, "Lift Ev*ry Voice and Sing."
Sheet music for the following selections are Included
in the Johnson papers of the music collectiont "Excuse Me
Mister Moon," Alice Lloyd's song success in the musical play.
Little Miss Fix-It, with words by James Weldon Johnson and
music by J. Rosamond Johnson; and "Lovelyy Daughters of Allah,"
featured by Charles Hart and J. Rosamond Johnson in their
vaudeville presentation of the seune title, with lyrics by
James Weldon Johnson.
Also included in the collection are "De Chain Gang," a
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musical episode based on work songs of the Southland, with
descriptive continuity and light effects, from the book
Rolling Along in Song by J. Roseunond Johnson (1938); and the
original manuscript of "I^ve Song" with words and music by
J, Rosamond Johnson, from the opera. The Royal Dociiment.
The latter tune carries the dedication* "To Annie, With
the respect of an old friend (June 6, 1899). Jacksonville,
Fla."
Noble Slssle (1889- )
Exibie Blake (1883- )
The creative foursome of Noble Slssie, Eubie Blake,
Flourney E. Miller and Aubrey Lyles, put together the musical.
Shuffle Along in 1921. The music collection contains one
typed page of a review of the musical comedy at the Broadway
Theatre, May 8, 1952; and accompanying playbill and two
reviews.
"New Version of 'Shuffle Along,* Negro Musical Comedy,
Is Presented at the Broadway Theatre," in the New York Times,
(May 9, 1952). Included is an additional playbill for Shuffle
Along at the Shubert Theatre for the 1951-52 season.
Toother playbill, which gives credit to the original
foursome, is for the Shuffle Along production in Selwyn's
Theatre, August 28, 1922. With the papers is a 8 1/2 x 11"
glossy printed program, listing biographical Information for
each cast member.
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Noble Slssle was born In Indianapolis, where he began
to display his musical talents in elementary school and at
church affairs. He later attended Butler University. Sissle
met Blake in Baltimore, where they turned out their first hit
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sbng, "It's All Your Fault," written for Sophie Tucker.
Slssle and Blake then teamed up for vaudeville with out¬
standing success in Shuffle Along. He and Blake appeared
in and wrote the musical score for Chocolate Dandies. The
music collection contains one song with lyrics by Noble
Slssle. The sheet music titled ”0, Let Us Sing,” with music
by Will H. Vodery, was sung in the Chicago World's Fair
Pareant in 1934.
Eubie Blake was an early ragtime pianist-composer of
renown. He was born in Baltimore and educated in New York,
where he later became associated with the Harlem renaissance.
During this era, he developed a reputation as a composer of
musicals. Blake is still an active composer in the area of
popular music.
Flourney Hiller was born in Nashville, Tennessee. He
was the son of the editor of the Nashville Globe, a Negro
weekly newspaper. While attending Fisk University, he ‘met
Aubrey Lyles and there formed what was to become one of
vaudeville's foremost acts. He and Lyle were briefly in¬
volved with school productions, but soon left to join the
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stock company at the Pekin Theatre in Chicago,
'
Sheet music for Blake's piano solo, "Blue Thoughts,” is
also included in the music collection. The music was com¬
posed and arranged by Blake in 1935,
With Miller writing the comedy skits, the duo turned to
vaudeville and before long went to New York for an engagement
at Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre, This performance estab¬
lished them as a top flight act. Following World War I, he
and Lyles joined Noble Sissle and Euble Blake and together,
they created the first Shuffle Along, which turned out to be
a success on Broadway and later on tour.
Miller claims that he was the man who introduced the
Charleston to New York in 1925, The dance was Introduced in
the musical Runnin* Wild (1923), for which Miller wrote the
book, and in which he and Lyle appeared. Other shows in which
these partners performed were Blackbirds (1926) and Rang-Tang
(1927), Lyle died in 1933,
The music collection contains sheet music from the musi¬
cal Runnin* Wild, The tunes are "Open Your Heart,"
"Charleston," "Ginger Brown;" "Love Bug," and "Old-Fashioned
Love," The words and music were written by Cecil Mack and
Jimmy Johnson, "Charleston" was Johnson's composition,
Johnson was a pianist and composer of ragtimes and early
jazz ballads. Born in New Brunswick, New Jersey, Johnson was
hailed as "the grandfather of Harlem piano," Johnson taught
®®fIcom the program of the Shuffle Along musical (1922)
production.
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Other popular pianists, such as Thomas "Fats" Waller and
Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington. Johnson generally played
as an accompanist to Bessie Smith, Ethel Waters and Mamie
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Smith. Among his collaborators was Cecil. Mack.
Johnson’s music holdings contain sheet music from the
musical revue "Harlem Hotcha" (1932), a nightclub performance
presented by Connie Immeman at Connie’s Inn. The revue,
featuring Don Redman and Connie’s Inn Orchestra, presented
the following selections with music by Johnson and lyrics
by Andy Razoft "There Goes My Headache," "Aintcha Got
Music," "Stop That Dog," "I Was So Weak, Love Was So Strong"
and "Yours All Yours."
In addition to Johnson’s popular music, the collection
also contains two copies of the sheet music "Yamekraw," a
"Negro Rhapsody" written by Johnson in 1927. "The tune is a
genuine treatise on spiritual, syncopated and blue melodies,
expressing the religious fervor and happy mood of the natives
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From the cover of the sheet music.
APPENDIX
The literature dealing with the history of the Negro in
the American theatre is scattered, broadcast in histories,
anthologies, song collections, archives and newspapers
throughout the country.
The Special Collections of Trevor Arnett Library at
Atlanta University also contain additional playbills,
articles, sheet music and reviews that are too Incomplete
to catalogue separately, or that exist as a single item about
a performer or a production.
Playbills
The following playbills have not been catalogued in a
special holding, but are kept in a folder containing brief
items about Eugene O'Neill's The Emperor Jones,
(1) Provincetown/Playbill/Llmited Engagement/"The Emperor
Jones"/A Play in Eight Scenes/by Eugene O'Neill,
The play starred Charles Gilpin as Brutus Jones,
The production took place during the 1925-26 season,
(2) The Olneys/present/Paul Robeson/in/"The Emperor
Jones"/Week of June 19, 1939/Ridgeway Theatre, White Plains,
New York,
(3) Hedgerow/Theatre/Partnership/presents/"The Emperor
Jones*/by Eugene O'Neill/October 27, 1923,
Reviews
Most of the uncatalogued reviews are pertaining to the
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production of The Emperor Jones. Three are from French
language newspapers in Canada.
(1) "La Piece 'Emperor Jones* vaut au Negro Theatre
Guild le trophee Martha Allen, "Le Canada, Montreal (28
Fevrier 1949)•
(2) "Emperor Jones remporte le trophee Martha Allen,"
Le Droit, Montreal (21 Fevrier 1949)•
(3) "Emperor Jones au Festival d'art Dreunatique," Le
Devoir, Montreal (21 Fevrier 1949).
The final review is of the film Sanders of the River,
produced by London Films Productions, starring Paul Robeson.
The film was made in an indigenous setting in Africa.
(4) "Lunatics and Lenses Under Africa's Sun," by Zolton
Korda in the New Yor)c Times (June 30, 1935).
Sheet Music
In the music collection there are two works by Eva
Jessye and one by Donald Heywood. Sheet music by Ms. Jessye
are "Simon the Fisherman," a Negro story song written in 1947,
and "Sol* Away to Georgia," the theme song for the film ver¬
sion of Uncle Tom's Cabin (1927)• Ms. Jessye has arranged
and adapted spirituals for concert solos and choral ensembles
since the era of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
The collection also contains "Laz'rus," from Donald
Heywood*s Blow Gabriel Blow (1935), a Negro folk drauna pre¬
sented by the Negro Art Theatre. The story, music and lyrics
of Blow Gabriel Blow were all written by Donald Heywood and
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staged by Edgar J« Ulmer.
Phylon
From a literary point of view, Phylon is a good source
for articles on race and culture. Founded in 1940 at Atlanta
University by Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, Phylon contains several
articles of interest on the Negro and theatre. Since all
the articles mentioned in this magazine treat portions of my
subject, it is unnecessary to mention them in detail here.
Phylon contains the following articles by Miles
Jeffersont







































"The Negro on Broadway,








In an Active Season"





The manuscripts for these articles are also housed in
Trevor Arnett's Special Collection.
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